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ABSTRACT
Driven by the plant phenotyping application, this paper proposes a new leaf tracking framework to jointly segment, align
and track multiple leaves from fluorescence plant videos. Our
framework consists of two steps. First, leaf alignment is applied to one video frame to generate a collection of leaf candidates. Second, we define a set of transformation parameters
operated on the leaf candidates in order to optimize the alignment in the subsequent video frame according to an objective
function. Gradient descent is employed to solve this optimization problem. Experimental results show that the proposed
multi-leaf tracking algorithm is superior to the image-based
leaf alignment method in terms of three quantitative metrics.
Index Terms— Leaf tracking, alignment, multi-leaf
1. INTRODUCTION
Plant phenotyping concerns the growth of plants – a fundamental biological process studied in a range of scientific
fields [1]. Recently computational approaches to plant growth
modeling have emerged, owing to not only the prospects of
quantitative analysis [2], but also the advance of sensing
technology. One key problem in plant growth modeling is
to understand the photosynthetic efficiency (PE) of different
plants under external stimuli or genre mutations.
To study the PE, as shown in Fig. 1, a fluorescence camera
captures a fluorescence video of the growing plants [3, 4] in
a growth chamber, where the pixel intensity of a video frame
represents the PE at a particular leaf spot and time. This video
data holds the answer to many interesting biological questions, such as which leaf and which part of a leaf has higher
PE, and how does the PE of each leaf vary over time. To discover this leaf-level knowledge, it is imperative to track all
leaves over time and accurately estimate the structure of each
leaf, i.e., leaf tips and skeleton. This computer vision problem, termed multi-leaf tracking, is at the heart of our paper.
Our multi-leaf tracking problem is uniquely defined to
perform leaf segmentation, alignment and tracking for each
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Fig. 1. Computational plant growth modeling. We capture a fluorescence video of the plants during their growth period, and employ
a novel optimization method to multi-leaf tracking, i.e., estimating
unique and consistent-over-time labels for all leaves and their individual leaf structure such as the leaf tips.

fluorescence video. Specifically, leaf segmentation identifies the contour of each leaf and thus the total number of
leaves [5]. Leaf alignment estimates the leaf structure by
aligning with a leaf template [4]. Leaf tracking tracks the
locations and/or contour of leaves over time [6]. In contrast
to prior work focusing on one or two of these tasks, this paper
addresses all three tasks simultaneously. Clearly, our unique
problem is challenging due to various factors, such as the
low-resolution fluorescence images, leaf overlapping, and the
varying leaf shape and appearance over time.
To tackle this unique problem, we propose to leverage our
leaf alignment work [4], which jointly estimates the number
of leaves and their respective structures from a fluorescence
image. While performing well, it has two main drawbacks.
First, being an image-based approach, it performs leaf alignment for each video frame independently. Hence, leaf correspondence between consecutive frames can be an issue due
to potentially different leaf segmentation at different frames,
especially for overlapping leaves. Second, independent alignment for each frame does not take advantage of the temporal
coherence in videos and implies extra computational burden.
To remedy these problems, we develop a method to track
multiple leaves simultaneously over time. Assuming leaf
alignment is conducted on one video frame via [4], we define
a three-term objective function whose optimization leads to
the aligned leaves in the subsequent frame. The first term is
the average Chamfer matching distances of all transformed
leaf candidates with the test image edge. The second is the
difference between the summation of all transformed leaf

candidates and the test image mask. The third encourages
the long axis of each leaf pointing toward the center of the
plant. The optimization process estimates the transformation
parameters of all leaves simultaneously by minimizing the
objective function. Due to slow plant growth between consecutive frames, the optimization initialized with the results
of previous frame has a fast convergence. Using a dataset
of fluorescence videos with manual labels on the leaf structure, the quantitative evaluation shows the effectiveness of
our tracking approach. In summary, the main contributions
of this work lie in our optimization method to simultaneous
multi-leaf segmentation, alignment and tracking, as well as
the quantitative evaluation scheme for this complex problem.
Related Work Leaves and plants are common objects of interest in both computer graphics and vision fields, with existing efforts on tasks such as image-based modeling [7, 8],
leaf segmentation [5, 9], alignment [4, 10], tracking [6], and
retrieval and identification [11–13]. Prior works focus on one
or two of these tasks. In contrast, this paper addresses the
tasks of multi-leaf segmentation, alignment and tracking simultaneously from a plant video.
Most prior image alignment work, such as ASM [14],
AAM [15], Chamfer matching [16] and its extensions [17–
21], concentrate on aligning a single object instance. Our
work extends Chamfer matching in the direction of aligning
and tracking multiple potentially overlapping objects in one
image. Also, unlike [15], we uniquely employ both forward
and backward warping in one objective function.
2. MULTI-LEAF TRACKING APPROACH
Given a fluorescence plant video, the proposed approach is
composed of two steps. First, multi-leaf alignment [4] is applied to one frame to estimate the location and shape of each
leaf candidate. Second, we define a three-term objective function on the transformation parameters of those leaf candidates
so as to optimize their alignment in a subsequent frame. For
the wholeness of this paper, we first briefly introduce our leaf
alignment work [4], and then present our tracking algorithm.
2.1. Multi-leaf Alignment
Our multi-leaf alignment [4] extends the popular Chamfer
matching (CM) method that computes the distance between
u
the edge points of an object template, U = {uj }kj=1
, and
j kv
those of a test image I, V = {v }j=1 [16]. It can be computed efficiently via a distance transform image DT(g) =
minj2[1,kv ] kg v j k2 , which stores the distance of each coordinate g in I to its closest edge point. Overlaying a template
U on DT with a shift t = [tx , ty ]| results in the CM distance,
ku
1 X
DT(uj + t).
(1)
d(U + t, V ) =
ku j=1
We first generate a set of leaf templates with different
scales and orientations from several basic templates with distinct shapes. For each template, it overlays on the test image
with all possible shifts and the minimum CM distance leads
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Fig. 2. Forward and backward warping.

to the optimal shift. This operation on all templates forms
an over-completed pool of transformed leaf templates, named
leaf candidates. Second, we select the best subset of leaf candidates by optimizing an objective function. The rationality
behind our objective function is to select a minimal number
of leaf templates with smaller CM distances to jointly best
cover the test image mask. The function is parameterized by
an indicator vector x whose length equals to the number of
leaf candidates, and whose value indicates whether the corresponding candidate is selected. Gradient descent-based minimization is used to estimate x, i.e., selecting leaf candidates.
For each of A selected leaf candidates, we denote its orientation as ✓, scale as r, optimal shift as (tx , ty ). We further denote p = [✓, r, tx , ty ]| as the transformation parameter that uniquely describes how a basic leaf template can
be transformed into a leaf candidate. The edge points of the
original basic template are denoted as U and its mask as T .
The collection of all A selected leaf candidates is denoted as
M = {Ui , Ti , pi }A
i=1 , which will be used for leaf tracking in
subsequent video frames.
Our leaf tracking assumes the temporal coherence, i.e.,
the leaves change gradually between consecutive frames.
Hence, it is possible to transform the leaf candidates in M at
the current frame so that it better aligns with the next frame.
We present three elements in our tracking algorithm: template
transformation, objective function, and optimization.
2.2. Template Transformation
Let W : U 7! U 0 be a warping function that transfers a
set of 2D coordinates in the template space to those in the
test image space. This function, termed forward warping, is
parameterized by the transformation parameter p,

cos ✓
sin ✓
u0 = r
(u Ū ) + t + Ū ,
(2)
sin ✓
cos ✓

where Ū is the average of all coordinates in U . Including
Ū allows us to model the leaf scaling and rotation w.r.t. the
individual leaf center – a typical phenomenon in plant videos.
For a leaf candidate from M, d(W (Ui ; pi ), V ) represents the
CM distance of the transformed template W (Ui ; pi ) to the
edge map V of the test image I.
We also consider the backward warping W 1 : U 0 7! U
from the test image space to the template space, as shown in
Fig. 2. Assuming X is a K ⇥ 2 matrix including all K coordinates of I, W 1 (X; p) are the corresponding coordinates
of X in the template space. The purpose of this backward
warping is to generate a K-dim vector Ti (W 1 (X; pi )) representing the warped image of the template mask Ti .

2.3. Objective Function
We denote the set of transformation parameters as P =
{pi }A
i=1 . Since P specify leaf candidates matching the current frame, the leaf tracking problem, i.e., finding the candidates for the subsequent frames, is equivalent to updating P
according to certain objectives. Hence, we formulate a threeterm objective function that is parameterized by P . We now
describe each objective and its mathematical formulation.
The first objective is to update P so that the edge points
of the transformed candidates are well aligned with those of
the test frame. This is achieved by minimizing the average
CM distances between these two sets of edge points,
A
1 X
J1 =
d(W (Ui ; pi ), V ).
(3)
A i=1

The second objective is to encourage the synthesized
mask from all transformed candidates to be similar to the test
frame mask m, a K-dim binary vector, i.e.,
A
1 X
J2 = k
Ti (W 1 (X; pi )) mk2 .
(4)
K i=1

Due to the round shape of certain leaves, the in-plane rotation ✓ could be any angle without an additional constraint,
which may cause a large error in leaf tip estimation. Hence,
the third objective is to enforce that the rotation angle of each
leaf candidate be similar to that of the vector from the plant
center to the leaf candidate center, i.e., all leaf should point
toward the plant center. We formulate the third objective as,
A
1 X
cyi cy
J3 =
kp x
sin(✓i )k2 , (5)
A i=1
(ci cx )2 + (cyi cy )2
where (cxi , cyi ) is the center of a leaf candidate, i.e., the average of W (Ui ; pi ), and (cx , cy ) is the geometric center of a
plant, i.e., the average coordinates of all foreground pixels in
m. Finally, we define the objective function as,
J(P ) = J1 + 1 J2 + 2 J3 ,
(6)
where

1

and

2

are the weighting parameters.

2.4. Gradient-based Optimization
Given the objective function in Eqn. 6, our goal is to minimize
it by estimating P , i.e., P = arg minP J(P ). Since J(P )
involves texture warping, it is an nonlinear optimization problem without close-form solutions. We use gradient descent to
iteratively solve this problem.
By assuming the temporal coherence, P is initialized as
the transformation parameters of the previous frame P 0 =
{p0i }A
i=1 . During the tracking, P is iteratively updated by
dJ
pti = pti 1 ↵ dp
for the ith leaf candidate at iteration t,
i
dJ
where ↵ is the step size and dp
is the gradient of J w.r.t.
i
pi . The iteration stops when there is little change in P or
it reaches the maximum iteration number (80 in our system).
Although the updating is applied to each leaf candidate inde2
pendently, the computation of dJ
dpi involves all A candidates
and therefore this is a multi-leaf joint optimization problem.

Algorithm 1: Performance evaluation process.
Input: Tracking results {Mne , Sne } and label {Mnl , Snl }.
Output: F , D, E, and T .
1. Initialize f = d = 0, and e = [ ].
2. for n = 1, . . . , #plant do
Perform index switch according to Eqn. 5 in [4].
for j = 1, . . . , #image do
for i = 1, . . . , #leaf do
switch [Mnl (j, i), Mne (j, i)] do
case [0, 0] Continue;
case [0, 1] f + +;
. one false alarm
case [1, 0] d + +; . one miss detection
case [1, 1] e = [e; ele ].
3. for ⌧ = 0 : 0.01 : 2 do
f +sum(e>⌧ )
F (⌧ ) = P
sum(M l ) ; D(⌧ ) =
n

n

E(⌧ ) = mean(e 6 ⌧ ); T (⌧ ) =

d+sum(e>⌧ )
P
l ;
n sum(Mn )
sum
(e6⌧ )
P
l .
n sum(Mn )

dJ2
dJ3
dJ
1
Since dp
= dJ
dpi + 1 dpi + 2 dpi , due to limited space we
i
dJ2
dJ
use dpi as an example of how to compute dp
. Specifically,
i
!
✓
◆
A
| X
dJ2
2 @Ti (W 1 )
=
Ti (W 1 (X; pi )) m ,
dpi
K
@pi
i=1
1

@W

1

@W

1

(W
)
where @Ti @p
= OTix @pxi +OTiy @pyi , OTix and OTiy
i
are the gradient images of the template mask Ti at the x and
@W

1

@W

1

y direction respectively, and @pxi and @pyi can be easily
computed based on the inverse function of Eqn. 2.
Given a multi-day fluorescence video, we apply leaf alignment [4] on the last frame and employ the proposed tracking
toward the first frame. This backward tracking is based on two
considerations: the last frame is favorable to leaf alignment
due to the maximum number and size of leaves; it is easier
to handle disappearing leaves in backward tracking than the
emerging leaves in forward tracking. Also, if the area of any
leaf candidate at one frame is less than a threshold s, the area
of the smallest interested leaf, we remove it from M and P .
3. EXPERIMENTS
Our publicly available dataset1 has 30 Arabidopsis fluorescence videos taken across 5 days. Each video has 389 frames
with the plant size ranging from 40 ⇥ 40 to 100 ⇥ 100 pixels. For each video we manually labeled two tips of all visible
leaves for 5 frames, one from the middle of each day. While
tracking is applied to all frames of 30 videos, the quantitative
evaluation is conducted on the 1100 total labeled leaves.
3.1. Performance Evaluation
There are prior work in evaluating multi-target tracking performance [22,23] . However they may not be directly applicable to our problem since we perform three tasks, leaf segmentation, alignment and tracking, simultaneously. Therefore we
1 http://www.cse.msu.edu/~liuxm/plant
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develop an evaluation scheme (Algorithm 1) to quantitatively
measure the performance of each individual task.
We first explain the input of Algorithm 1. For the nth
plant video, a 5 ⇥ Ln matrix Snl is generated, where Ln is the
number of unique labeled leaves in this plant. Each element
in Snl stores the locations of two leaf tips for an image/leaf
combination. Since not every leaf is visible in all frames, a
binary matrix Mnl of the same size indicates whether a leaf is
labeled (i.e, visible) or not. Similarly, the results of a tracking
algorithm are stored as two 5 ⇥ An matrices Sne and Mne ,
where An is the number of unique estimated leaves.
For each video, we first build leaf correspondence between Sne and Snl . A Ln ⇥ An error matrix is generated
to store the average tip-based errors for all leaf pairs over
5 frames. We find min(Ln , An ) leaf pairs and perform
sequence-wise index switch. For each video frame, we compute the number of miss detection d, number of false alarm
f and tip-based error ele for all leaves with correspondence.
d, f, e are accumulated for all frames of all videos. Finally
we compute four metrics by applying a varying threshold ⌧
to e. Landmark error E is the average of all tip-based errors
that are less than ⌧ . False alarm F and Miss detection D
are the percentages of respective counts. Both F and D can
attribute to two sources: the |Ln An | leaves without correspondence, and the corresponded pair whose tip-based error
is larger than ⌧ . Tracking consistency T is the percentage of
leaf pairs whose tip-based errors are less than ⌧ .
3.2. Experimental Results
We experimentally set parameters as 1 = 3, 2 = 20, and
s = 64. Since ✓ and r are more sensitive than tx and ty , the
step size ↵ is 0.01 for ✓ and r, and 1 for tx and ty .
To test the feasibility of our method, we show a synthetic
example in Fig. 3 where the initialization is much further than
the typical between-frame difference in plant videos. Our

method performs well for this challenging situation. Note that
while some leaves converge earlier, other leaves still continue
to improve their alignment in later iterations.
We compare the proposed method with the leaf alignment
work [4]. Since [4] is an image-based method, we build the
leaf correspondence of one video using the leaf center distances between two frames, which enriches a basic tracking
capability to [4]. Similarly to [4], we treat the “manual result” as our upper bound, by using the labeled tips to find the
corresponding leaf with the minimum tip-based error in all
leaf candidates. No other baseline is chosen due to the lack of
prior work performing all three tasks simultaneously.
Figure 4 shows our method performs generally better
than [4], especially for tracking consistency T . Specifically,
when ⌧ is relatively small, the performance of the proposed
method and [4] are very similar. This is because at this
point, we have very strict requirement on the accuracy of
tip estimation. Both methods work well on easy-to-align
leaves. As ⌧ increases, the tip estimation requirement is relaxed. Our method can generate more well-aligned ( F +D
2 )
and well-tracked leaves (T ) without increasing E too much.
The tracking results of one video are shown in Fig. 5. Our
tracking method is clearly superior in maintaining tracking
consistency especially in early days when leaves are small,
which is likely to be missed by [4]. In contrast, since [4] is
image-based alignment, the alignment results can be very different between frames, e.g., leaf 2 in day 4 is actually two
leaves but aligned as one. Note that our tracking method can
handle the leaf disappear problem, but not the emerging of
new leaves, which will be the future work. In terms of efficiency, the tracking method and [4] take ⇠ 2 and ⇠ 16 seconds per frame respectively using a Matlab implementation.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel framework for multi-leaf tracking from fluorescence videos. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of our method, which is potentially applicable
to a wide variety of plants in studying plant phenotyping.
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